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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to an information
processing apparatus, an information processing meth-
od, and an information processing program.
[0002] Related-art television receivers are configured
to receive signals specified by user operations done
through a remote controller to execute processing cor-
responding to the received signals.
[0003] However, these television receivers require us-
ers to do complicated operations, such as finding neces-
sary operator buttons from among many operator buttons
arranged on a remote controller.
[0004] In order to overcome the above-mentioned
problem, technologies are proposed, in which a display
device arranged on a television receiver has a camera
on the front side of the display device to take an image
of three-dimensional movements of user’s hand, for ex-
ample, thereby executing the processing accordingly (re-
fer to Japanese Patent Laid-open No. 2006-209563 for
example).
[0005] The above-mentioned display device presents
a problem that, the processing may be executed on the
basis of settings not intended by the user, thereby low-
ering the ease of use of the display device because the
user can grasp the distance between the user and the
display device only approximately, especially in execut-
ing processing by setting different values in accordance
with distances from the user to the display device.
[0006] Other examples of user interfaces for display
devices can be found in documents EP1840522 and
US2008273755.
[0007] Therefore, the present invention addresses the
above-identified problem and solves the problem by pro-
viding an information processing apparatus, an informa-
tion processing method, and an information processing
program that are configured to enhance the ease of use
of display devices.
[0008] Various respective aspects and features of the
invention are defined in the appended claims. Combina-
tions of features from the dependent claims may be com-
bined with features of the independent claims as appro-
priate and not merely as explicitly set out in the claims.
[0009] If the user makes a control approach the control
detection block beyond a threshold value, the threshold
value is departed from the control detection block, so
that, once the control exceeds the threshold value, it is
difficult for the control to return over the threshold value,
thereby preventing the easy change of setting values.
[0010] As described and according to the embodiment
of the present invention, if the user makes a control ap-
proach the control detection block beyond a threshold
value, the threshold value is departed from the control
detection block, so that, once the control exceeds the
threshold value, it is difficult for the control to return over
the threshold value, thereby preventing the easy change
of setting values. Consequently, an information process-
ing apparatus, an information processing method, and

an information processing program that are configured
are able to enhance the ease of use.
[0011] Embodiments of the invention will now be de-
scribed with reference to the accompanying drawings,
throughout which like parts are referred to by like refer-
ences, and in which:

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of an exemplary external
configuration of a television receiver;
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating an exem-
plary circuit configuration of a television receiver;
FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating a list display screen;
FIGS. 4A, 4B and 4C are diagrams illustrating ex-
emplary display screen configurations at different
zooming ratios;
FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating a manner in which a
center area is selected;
FIGS. 6A and 6B are diagrams illustrating zooming
ratio threshold patterns;
FIGS. 7A and 7B are diagrams illustrating manners
of scrolled display operations;
FIG. 8 is a flowchart indicative of screen display
processing procedure in a first embodiment of
present the invention;
FIG. 9 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary
functional configuration of a television receiver;
FIGS. 10A and 10B are diagrams illustrating scroll
speed threshold patterns;
FIG. 11 is a flowchart indicative of a screen display
processing procedure in a second embodiment of
the present invention; and
FIGS. 12A, 12B, and 12C are diagrams illustrating
exemplary display screens in other embodiments.

[0012] This invention will be described in further detail
by way of embodiments thereof with reference to the ac-
companying drawings. It should be noted that the de-
scription will be made in the following order:

1. First embodiment
2. Second embodiment
3. Other embodiments

<1. First embodiment>

[1-1. Exemplary external configuration of television re-
ceiver]

[0013] As shown in FIG. 1, a television receiver 1 as
an information processing apparatus associated with an
embodiment of the present invention has a display 2
based on an LCD (Liquid Crystal Display), an organic EL
(Electro-Luminescence), or the like, and a loudspeaker
3 lower of the display 2.
[0014] In addition, the television receiver 1 has a stereo
camera 4 composed of cameras 4A and 4B upper of the
display 2. The stereo camera 4 takes an image of a space
in front of the display 2.
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[1-2. Circuit configuration of television receiver]

[0015] As shown in FIG. 2, with the television receiver
1, a CPU (Central Processing Unit) 11 reads a basic pro-
gram stored in a nonvolatile memory 12 and extends this
basic program into a RAM (Random Access Memory)
13. This allows the CPU 11 to overall control the entire
television receiver 1 via a bus 20 as instructed by the
basic program.
[0016] Also, the CPU 11 reads various application pro-
grams stored in the nonvolatile memory 12 and loads the
read application programs into the RAM 13 for execution,
thereby realizing various functions.
[0017] The CPU 11, when executing reception display
processing of a television broadcast program, makes the
television receiver 1 receive, at a tuner block 15, a broad-
cast signal of ground digital broadcasting received via an
antenna 14.
[0018] The tuner block 15 extracts a television tuning
signal corresponding to a predetermined broadcast
channel from the received broadcast signal and transmits
the extracted television tuning signal to a decode block
16.
[0019] The decode block 16 decodes the television
tuning signal supplied from the tuner block 15 to get audio
data and video data, transmitting the video data to a dis-
play control block 17 and the audio data to an audio con-
trol block 18.
[0020] The display control block 17 displays video cor-
responding to the video data supplied from the decode
block 16 onto the display 2. The audio control block 18
outputs sound corresponding to the audio data supplied
from the decode block 16 to the outside through the loud-
speaker 3.
[0021] Further, the television receiver 1 has an I/F
block 19. When a digital still camera for example is con-
nected to the I/F block 19 via a predetermined commu-
nication path and image data is supplied to the television
receiver 1, the television receiver 1 stores the supplied
image data in the nonvolatile memory 12.
[0022] Then, the CPU 11 reads the image data from
the nonvolatile memory 12 in accordance with an oper-
ation for displaying the image data stored in the nonvol-
atile memory 12, to be more specific, the CPU 11 exe-
cutes image display processing to be described later,
transmitting this image data to the display control block
17. The display control block 17 displays an image based
on the image data supplied by the CPU 11 onto the dis-
play 2.
[0023] It should be noted that the image data is com-
pliant with the EXIF (Exchangeable Image File Format)
standard and is stored with such additional information
as image taking date and thumbnail images. Therefore,
the television receiver 1 displays an image taking date
of an image shown in the display 2 along with this image
in accordance with a user operation, for example.
[0024] The stereo camera 4 takes an image of the
space in front of the display 2 at a predetermined interval

through the cameras 4A and 4B and transmits resultant
video data to the CPU 11.
[0025] The CPU 11 detects a movement of user’s hand
(hereafter referred to also as a gesture) from the video
data supplied from the stereo camera 4, thereby execut-
ing processing corresponding to the gesture.
[0026] To be more specific, the CPU 11, at every pre-
determined timing, gets the video data respectively taken
by the cameras 4A and 4B of the stereo camera 4 as
time passes.
[0027] Then, of the image data obtained from the ster-
eo camera 4, the CPU 11 executes flesh color extraction
processing on the image data taken by the camera 4A
for example. In this flesh color extraction processing, a
flesh color is determined on the basis of the hue of each
pixel of video data, thereby extracting a flesh color part
displayed in the video data.
[0028] For example, if no flesh color part is detected
by executing the flesh color extraction processing on vid-
eo data, the CPU 11 determines that the user has not
been doing a gesture operation.
[0029] Next, if a flesh color part is found in video data,
the CPU 11 extracts a pixel having the highest luminance
level from among the pixels corresponding to this flesh
color part as an input point.
[0030] If the user moves his index finger for example
in front of the display 2, the CPU 11 extracts the pixel
having the highest luminance level from the flesh color
part, thereby extracting the pixel corresponding to the tip
of the index finger nearest to the display 2 as an input
point.
[0031] Next, the CPU 11 detects a planar position of
the input point from an image range of the video data
taken by the camera 4A, thereby detecting the position
of the input point on a plane that is parallel to the display 2.
[0032] In addition, the CPU 11 computes a distance
from the stereo camera 4 to the input point in the direction
vertical to the display 2 by use of the video data taken
by the cameras 4A and 4B, respectively, by a stereo
method for example. At this moment, in accordance with
the performance of the stereo camera 4, in a detection
range of approximately 80 to 120 cm for example, the
CPU 11 is able to compute the distance from the stereo
camera 4 to the input point.
[0033] At this moment, the CPU 11 divides the detec-
tion range into 256 steps (0 to 255) and detects the dis-
tance from the stereo camera 4 to the input point detected
by the stereo method in any one of the 256 steps. For
example, with these 256 steps, a position nearest to the
stereo camera 4 is defined as "255" and a position far-
thest from the stereo camera 4 is defined as "0."
[0034] Therefore, by detecting the position of the input
point on a plane parallel to the display 2 and the distance
from the stereo camera 4, the CPU 11 detects a three-
dimensional position of the input point.
[0035] Then, every time the CPU 11 gets video data
taken by the cameras 4A and 4B of the stereo camera
4, respectively, the CPU 11 detects an input point and,
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at the same time, a three-dimensional position of this
input point, thereby detecting a change in this three-di-
mensional position as a gesture. Next, the CPU 11 exe-
cutes processing in accordance with the detected ges-
ture.
[0036] For example, on the basis of the three-dimen-
sional position of each input point, the CPU 11 displays,
in a translucent circular pointer PT (refer to FIGS. 5 and
7) for example, the position of the display 2 pointed by
the user’s hand, thereby letting the user visually check
this position.

[1-3. Image display processing]

[0037] The following describes image display process-
ing for displaying image data stored in the nonvolatile
memory 12 onto the display 2 in accordance with ges-
tures.
[0038] Executing image display processing, the CPU
11 reads image data stored in the nonvolatile memory
12. Next, as shown in FIG. 3, on the basis of the image
taking date of image data, the CPU 11 generates a list
display screen G0, in which images P1 through P10
based on 10 sheets of image data for example of the
read image data are arranged in a row from left to right
in the order of image taking dates at predetermined in-
tervals. It should be noted that, unless otherwise speci-
fied, the images P1 through P10 are generically referred
to as simply image P.
[0039] Then, the CPU 11 sets a display area HR1 on
the list display screen G0 so as to display image P5 for
example in a full view manner, thereby displaying display
screen G1 corresponding to this display area HR1 onto
the display 2 as shown in FIG. 4A.
[0040] Next, every time the CPU 11 gets image data
taken by the cameras 4A and 4B of the stereo camera
4, respectively, the CPU 11 executes the flesh color
processing on the obtained image data as described
above, thereby detecting a pixel having the highest lumi-
nance level in a resultant flesh color part as an input point.
[0041] Also, the CPU 11 detects the position of the
detected input point on a plane parallel to the display 2
and the distance from the stereo camera 4 to the input
point as a three-dimensional position.
[0042] At this moment, if the user points at approxi-
mately the center of the display 2, namely, the pointer
PT is located inside a center area CA, as shown in FIG.
5, the CPU 11 executes zoom display in which the list
display screen G0 is displayed on the display 2 in three
different zooming ratios.
[0043] To be more specific, if the pointer PT is found
inside the center area CA on the basis of the three-di-
mensional position of the input point, the CPU 11 obtains
a difference between the distances of input point contin-
uously detected in the preceding and succeeding posi-
tions, thereby determining whether this input point is ap-
proaching or departing from the stereo camera 4.
[0044] Then, if the input point is found approaching the

stereo camera 4, the CPU 11 sets first threshold value
L1 and second threshold value L2 for changing zooming
ratios to "150" and "220," for example, as shown in FIG.
6A. It should be noted that the first threshold value L1
and the second threshold value L2 are stored in the non-
volatile memory 12 and read by the CPU 11 for setting.
[0045] If the input point gets close to the stereo camera
4 beyond "150" that is the first threshold value L1, the
CPU 11 sets a display area HR2 that is zoomed out from
the display area HR1 to the list display screen G0 (refer
to FIG. 3).
[0046] Then, the CPU 11 displays a display screen G2
corresponding to the display area HR2 onto the display
2 as shown in FIG. 4B. For this display screen G2, a date
on which image P for example was taken is displayed in
a margin of the display screen G2.
[0047] Also, if the input point is found getting close to
the stereo camera 4 beyond "220" that is the second
threshold value L2, the CPU 11 sets a display area HR3
that is further zoomed out from the display area HR2 to
the list display screen G0.
[0048] Next, the CPU 11 displays the display screen
G3 corresponding to the display area HR3 on the display
2 as shown in FIG. 4C. For this display screen G3, a date
on which image P for example was taken is displayed in
a margin of the display screen G3.
[0049] As described above, if the user’s hand ap-
proaches the stereo camera 4 to exceed the first thresh-
old value L1 or the second threshold value L2, the CPU
11 switches display screen G1 to the display screen G2
to the display screen G3, thereby executing zoom-out
display so as to display many images P from one image P.
[0050] On the other hand, if the input point is found
departing from the stereo camera 4, the CPU 11 sets the
first threshold value L1 and the second threshold value
L2 to "80" and "170" for example, respectively, in order
to change zooming ratios as shown in FIG. 6B.
[0051] If the input point departed from the stereo cam-
era 4 beyond "170" that is the second threshold value
L2, the CPU 11 sets the display area HR2, to the list
display screen G0 (refer to FIG. 3), that is obtained by
zooming-in from the display area HR3. Then, the CPU
11 displays the display screen G2 (refer to FIG. 4B) cor-
responding to the display area HR2 onto the display 2.
[0052] Also, if the input point is found departing from
the stereo camera 4 beyond "80" that is the first threshold
value L1, the CPU 11 sets the display area HR1, to the
list display screen G0, that is obtained by further zoom-
ing-in from the display area HR2. Then, the CPU 11 dis-
plays the display screen G1 (refer to FIG. 4A) corre-
sponding to the display area HR1 onto the display 2.
[0053] As described above, if the user’s hand departs
from the display 2 to exceed the second threshold value
L2 or the first threshold value L1, the CPU 11 switches
the display screen G3 to the display screen G2 to the
display screen G1, thereby executing zoom-in display so
as to display one image P from many images P.
[0054] It should be noted that, if the input point ap-
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proaches "210" and departs therefrom for example, the
CPU 11 displays the display screen G2 onto the display
2 because the input point does not exceed "220" set to
the second threshold value L2 when the input point ap-
proaches the stereo camera 4. Then, if the input point is
found departing from the stereo camera 4, the CPU 11
sets the second threshold value L2 to "170," while keep-
ing displaying the display screen G2 onto the display 2.
[0055] As described above, the CPU 11 switches be-
tween the display screens G1, G2, and G3 to be dis-
played on the display 2, only when the input point has
exceeded the first threshold value L1 or the second
threshold value L2.
[0056] On the other hand, if the user is pointing at the
right-side part of the display 2 with the display screen G2
displayed on the display 2 for example as shown in FIG.
7A, the CPU 11 detects that the pointer PT is located on
the right side to the center area CA.
[0057] At this moment, the CPU 11 displays the posi-
tion pointed by the user in the pointer PT, at the same
time, moves the display area HR2 on the list display
screen G0 in the right direction, thereby executing scroll
display to move the image P displayed on the display
screen G2 from the right side to the left side.
[0058] Further, if the user’s hand is pointing at the left-
side part of the display 2 with the display screen G2
shown on the display 2 for example as shown in FIG. 7B,
the CPU 11 detects that the pointer PT is located on the
left side to the center area CA.
[0059] At this moment, the CPU 11 displays the posi-
tion pointed by the user in the pointer PT, at the same
time, moves the display area HR2 on the list display
screen G0 in the left direction, thereby executing scroll
display to move the image P displayed on the display
screen G2 from the left side to the right side.
[0060] It should be noted that, as described above, the
television receiver 1 displays image P onto the display 2
with three steps of zooming ratios in accordance with the
distance between the stereo camera 4 and an input point.
[0061] At this moment, if the user wants to carefully
view image P, it is possible to set the display screen G1
in which image P5 for example is fully displayed. In this
case, as the scroll speed is increased, the user cannot
view image P5 carefully. Therefore, the CPU 11 scrolls
image P at a low speed when the right side or the left
side of the center area CA is pointed by the user with the
display screen G1 shown on the display 2.
[0062] On the other hand, if the user wants to view
image P in a total manner, it is possible to set the display
screen G2 or G3 in which many images P are displayed
at once. In this case, if the scroll speed is low, it takes a
lot of time for the user to understand many images P in
a total manner.
[0063] In order to overcome this problem, when the
right side or the left side of the center area CA is pointed
by the user with the display screen G2 shown on the
display 2, the CPU 11 scrolls the image P at a medium
speed that is higher than the scroll speed with the display

screen G1 displayed.
[0064] Also, when the right side or the left side of the
center area CA is pointed by the user with the display
screen G3 shown on the display 2, the CPU 11 scrolls
the image P at a high speed that is further higher than
the scroll speed with the display screen G2 displayed.
[0065] As described above, when the right-side part or
the left-side part of the display 2 is pointed by the user,
the CPU 11 horizontally scrolls right and left the image
P by changing the scroll speeds in accordance with
zooming ratios of the image P displayed onto the display
2.

[1-4. Image display processing procedure]

[0066] The following describes in detail the above-de-
scribed image display processing procedure with refer-
ence to the flowchart shown in FIG. 8. Actually, the CPU
11 enters the starting step of routine RT1 and moves to
next step SP1.
[0067] In step SP 1, the CPU 11 sets the display area
HR1 to the list display screen G0 so as to display image
P5, in a total manner, corresponding to image data that
provides reference, for example, thereby displaying the
display screen G1 (refer to FIG. 4A) corresponding to
this display area HR1 onto the display 2.
[0068] Next, the CPU 11 executes flesh color extrac-
tion processing on video data taken by the cameras 4A
and 4B of the stereo camera 4, respectively, thereby de-
termining whether the user’s hand has been detected.
[0069] If a result of the above-mentioned determination
is negative, it indicates that the user’s hand has not been
detected, meaning that the user has not done a gesture,
upon which the CPU 11 returns to step SP1 and waits
until the user’s hand is detected.
[0070] On the other hand, if a result of the above-men-
tioned determination is affirmative in step SP1, it indi-
cates that the user has done a gesture, upon which the
CPU 11 goes to next step SP2.
[0071] In step SP2, the CPU 11 determines whether
image P is scroll-displayed. If a result of this determina-
tion is affirmative, the CPU 11 goes to step SP4. If a result
of this determination is negative, then the CPU 11 goes
to next step SP3.
[0072] In step SP3, the CPU 11 detects an input point
from video data taken by the cameras 4A and 4B of the
stereo camera 4, respectively, and at the same time, de-
tects a three-dimensional position of this input point.
Then, on the basis of the detected three-dimensional po-
sition of the input point, the CPU 11 determines whether
this input point is at a position corresponding to the center
area CA of the display 2.
[0073] If a result of this determination is negative, it
means that the input point is located in either the right
direction or the left direction relative to the center area
CA of the display 2, which in turn means the user is point-
ing at either the left side or the right side of the display
2, upon which the CPU 11 goes to step SP4.
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[0074] In step SP4, the CPU 11 horizontally scroll-dis-
plays the image P shown on the display 2 in accordance
with the position of the input point while changing scroll
speeds in accordance with a zooming ratio of the image
P and then returns to step SP1.
[0075] On the other hand, if a result of the determina-
tion is affirmative in step SP3, it means that the user is
pointing at the center area CA of the display 2, upon
which the CPU 11 goes to next step SP5.
[0076] In step SP5, the CPU 11 obtains a difference
between the distances from the stereo camera 4 to the
input point that were continuously detected previously
and subsequently to determine whether this input point
is approaching the stereo camera 4. If a result of this
determination is affirmative, then the CPU 11 goes to
next step SP6.
[0077] In step SP6, the CPU 11 sets the first threshold
value L1 and the second threshold value L2 to "150" and
"220," respectively that belong to pattern 1 respectively,
and determines whether the input point has approached
beyond the first threshold value L1 or the second thresh-
old value L2.
[0078] If a result of this determination is affirmative, it
means that the input point has approached beyond the
first threshold value L1 or the second threshold value L2,
upon which the CPU 11 goes to next step SP7.
[0079] In step SP7, if the CPU 11 recognizes that the
first threshold value L1 has been exceeded, the CPU 11
executes zoom-out display for switching the display
screen G1 to the display screen G2. If the CPU 11 rec-
ognizes that the second threshold value L2 has been
exceeded, the CPU 11 executes zoom-out display for
switching the display screen G2 to the display screen
G3. Then, the CPU 11 returns to step SP1.
[0080] On the other hand, if a result of the determina-
tion is negative in step SP5, it means that the input point
is departing from the stereo camera 4, upon which CPU
11 moves to step SP8.
[0081] In step SP8, the CPU 11 sets the first threshold
value L1 and the second threshold value L2 to "80" and
"170," respectively that belong to pattern 2, respectively,
thereby determining whether the input point has departed
beyond the first threshold value L1 or the second thresh-
old value L2.
[0082] If a result of this determination is affirmative, it
means that the input point has departed beyond the first
threshold value L1 or the second threshold value L2, up-
on which the CPU 11 goes to next step SP9.
[0083] In step SP9, if the CPU 11 recognizes that the
first threshold value L1 has been exceeded, the CPU 11
executes zoom-in display for switching the display screen
G2 to the display screen G1. If the CPU 11 recognizes
that the second threshold value L2 has been exceeded,
the CPU 11 executes zoom-in display for switching the
display screen G3 to the display screen G2. Then, the
CPU 11 returns to step SP1.
[0084] On the other hand, if a result of the determina-
tion is negative in step SP6 and step SP8, it means that

the input point has not moved beyond the first threshold
value L1 and the second threshold value L2, upon which
the CPU 11 goes to next step SP10.
[0085] In step SP10, the CPU 11 continues displaying
without switching between the display screens G1, G2,
and G3 and returns to step SP1.

[1-5. Operations and effects]

[0086] In the configuration described above, the tele-
vision receiver 1 detects, as an input point, a pixel having
the highest luminance level in a flesh color part corre-
sponding to the user’s hand from the video data taken
by the stereo camera 4 and, at the same time, detects a
three-dimensional position of this input point.
[0087] Then, if the input point is found to be at a position
corresponding to the center area CA and this input point
is found approaching the television receiver 1, the tele-
vision receiver 1 sets the first threshold value L1 and the
second threshold value L2 to pattern 1.
[0088] Next, if the input point approaches beyond the
first threshold value L1 or the second threshold value L2,
the television receiver 1 switches the display screen G1
to the display screen G2 or the display screen G2 to the
display screen G3, thereby executing zoom-out display.
[0089] Also, if the position of the input point is found to
be inside the center area CA and this input point is found
departing from the television receiver 1, the television
receiver 1 sets the first threshold value L1 and the second
threshold value L2 to pattern 2 that is set farther than the
pattern 1 relative to the stereo camera 4.
[0090] Then, if the input point has departed beyond the
first threshold value L1 or the second threshold value L2,
the television receiver 1 switches the display screen G2
to the display screen G1 or the display screen G3 to the
display screen G2, thereby executing zoom-in display.
[0091] Therefore, if the input point approaches beyond
the first threshold value L1 or the second threshold value
L2, the television receiver 1 sets this first threshold value
L1 or this second threshold value L2 farther from the ster-
eo camera 4. Consequently, if the input point has once
exceeded the first threshold value L1 or the second
threshold value L2, the television receiver 1 is able to
make it difficult for this input point to return beyond the
first threshold value L1 or the second threshold value L2
again.
[0092] Now, if the user’s hand exceeds the first thresh-
old value L1 or the second threshold value L2 in ap-
proaching the television receiver 1, it is possible for the
user to slightly draw his hand in reaction to the switching
between the display screens G1, G2, and G3 to be dis-
played on the display 2.
[0093] If this happens, the television receiver 1 sets
the first threshold value L1 or the second threshold value
L2 farther from the stereo camera 4, so that the switching
between the display screens G1, G2, and G3 in accord-
ance with the retracted hand position can be prevented.
[0094] As described above, the television receiver 1
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prevents the switching between the display screens G1,
G2, and G3 caused by an unintentional movement of the
user’s hand, so that the ease of use is enhanced by the
embodiment of the present invention.
[0095] If the position of the input point is found to be
either the right or the left to the center area CA, the tel-
evision receiver 1 executes scroll display of image P dis-
played on the display screen G1, G2, or G3 without set-
ting the first threshold value L1 and the second threshold
value L2.
[0096] Consequently, because there occurs no switch-
ing between the display screens G1, G2, and G3 during
scroll display, the television receiver 1 is able to prevent
the user from being perplexed by the changing of zoom-
ing ratios during scroll display.
[0097] According to the configuration described above,
the television receiver 1 detects the three-dimensional
position of an input point corresponding to the user’s hand
from the video data taken by the stereo camera 4. Then,
if the input point is found coming close beyond the first
threshold value L1 or the second threshold value L2 set
to pattern 1, the television receiver 1 sets the first thresh-
old value L1 or the second threshold value L2 to pattern
2 set farther than pattern 1.
[0098] Consequently, the television receiver 1 is able
to prevent the easy switching between the display
screens G1, G2, and G3 when the input point has ex-
ceeded the first threshold value L1 or the second thresh-
old value L2, thereby enhancing the ease of use.

[1-6. Functional configuration of television receiver]

[0099] The following describes a functional configura-
tion of the television receiver 1 in the first embodiment.
As shown in FIG. 9, the television receiver 1 functions
as a control detection block 31 (term "control" here de-
notes user’s hand, finger, or the like that is used for giving
commands necessary for the operation of the television
receiver 1), a position detection block 32, a threshold
value setting block 33, a setting change block 34, and a
processing execution block 35.
[0100] With the television receiver 1, the stereo camera
4 functions as the control detection block 31 and the CPU
11 functions as the position detection block 32, the
threshold value setting block 33, the setting change block
34, and the processing execution block 35.
[0101] Therefore, the television receiver 1 executes
the above-described image display processing on the
basis of the above-described functional configuration.

<2. Second embodiment>

[2-1. Configuration of television receiver]

[0102] In the second embodiment of the present inven-
tion, unlike the first embodiment, a shape of the user’s
hand is recognized rather than detecting an input point
from video data taken by the stereo camera 4. It should

be noted that a configuration of a television receiver 1 is
substantially the same as the configuration of the first
embodiment, so that the description of the second em-
bodiment is skipped.
[0103] To be more specific, the CPU 11 gets the video
data taken by the cameras 4A and 4B of the stereo cam-
era 4 as time passes and at every predetermined timing
and then executes flesh color extraction processing on
the video data taken by the camera 4A for example.
[0104] The CPU 11 detects a flesh color part obtained
by the flesh color extraction processing as an input part
and, at the same time, detects a position on a plane par-
allel to a display 2 of this input part and a distance from
the stereo camera 4 as a three-dimensional position.
[0105] In addition, if the input part is found in the video
data, the CPU 11 executes a pattern matching between
a shape of this input part and two or more shapes stored
in a nonvolatile memory 12 beforehand.
[0106] At this moment, if the shape of the input part is
found matching none of the shapes stored in the nonvol-
atile memory 12 as a result of the pattern matching, the
CPU 11 determines that the user has not done a gesture.
[0107] On the other hand, if the shape of the input part
is found matching any one of the shapes stored in the
nonvolatile memory 12 as a result of the pattern match-
ing, the CPU 11 determines that the user has done a
gesture.
[0108] Then, every time getting video data taken by
the cameras 4A and 4B of the stereo camera 4, the CPU
11 detects the shape and three-dimensional position of
the input part, thereby detecting a change in the shape
and three-dimensional position of this input part as a ges-
ture. Next, the CPU 11 executes processing in accord-
ance with the detected gesture.

[2-2. Image display processing]

[0109] The following describes processing in accord-
ance with a gesture when the image data stored in the
nonvolatile memory 12 is displayed on the display 2.
[0110] Executing the image display processing, the
CPU 11 reads image data stored in the nonvolatile mem-
ory 12 like the first embodiment. Then, on the basis of
the image taking date added to the image data, the CPU
11 generates a list display screen G0 (refer to FIG. 3) in
which images P1 through P10 based on 10 sheets of
image data for example are arranged at predetermined
intervals from left to right in the order of image taking
dates.
[0111] Then, the CPU 11 sets the display area HR1 to
the list display screen G0 so as to totally display the image
P5 for example, thereby displaying a display screen G1
(refer to FIG. 4A) corresponding to this display area HR1
onto the display 2.
[0112] Next, every time getting video data taken by the
cameras 4A and 4B of the stereo camera 4 respectively,
the CPU 11 gets an input part by executing the flesh color
processing on the obtained video data, thereby detecting
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a three-dimensional position of this input part.
[0113] Also, for the input part obtained by executing
the flesh color extraction processing, the CPU 11 exe-
cutes a pattern matching between a shape of the hand
with only the index finger extended (hereafter also re-
ferred to as a indicating shape) and a shape of an open
hand (hereafter referred to as an open shape).
[0114] If a match is found between the input part and
the indicating shape as a result of the pattern matching,
the CPU 11 executes zoom display onto the display 2 for
displaying the list display screen G0 with three different
zooming ratios in accordance with a distance from the
stereo camera 4 to the input part.
[0115] To be more specific, the CPU 11 obtains differ-
ences between the distances from the stereo camera 4
to the input part that were continuously detected previ-
ously and subsequently to determine whether this input
part is approaching the stereo camera 4 or departing
therefrom.
[0116] Then, if the input part is found approaching the
stereo camera 4, the CPU 11 sets the first threshold value
L1 and the second threshold value L2 for changing zoom-
ing ratios to "150" and "220" for example, respectively
that belong to pattern 1 (refer to FIG. 6A).
[0117] Next, like the first embodiment, if the input part
has approached the stereo camera 4 beyond "150" that
is the first threshold value L1, the CPU 11 switches the
display screen G1 to the display screen G2 (refer to FIG.
4B) and displays the display screen G2 onto the display 2.
[0118] If the input part has approached the stereo cam-
era 4 beyond "220" that is the second threshold value
L2, the CPU 11 switches the display screen G2 to the
display screen G3 (refer to FIG. 4C) and displays the
display screen G3 onto the display 2.
[0119] On the other hand, of the input part is found to
be departing from the stereo camera 4, the CPU 11 sets
the first threshold value L1 and the second threshold val-
ue L2 to "80" and "170" for example that are pattern 2
(refer to FIG. 6B) so as to change zooming ratios.
[0120] Then, like the first embodiment, if the input part
has departed from the stereo camera 4 beyond "170"
that is the second threshold value L2, the CPU 11 switch-
es the display screen G3 to the display screen G2 and
displays the display screen G2 onto the display 2.
[0121] In addition, if the input part is found departing
from the stereo camera 4 beyond "80" that is the first
threshold value L1, the CPU 11 switches the display
screen G2 to the display screen G1 and displays the dis-
play screen G1 onto the display 2.
[0122] On the other hand, if the input part is found
matching the open shape as a result of the pattern match-
ing, the CPU 11 executes scroll display of image P shown
on the display 2 at different scroll speeds of three steps
in accordance with distances from the stereo camera 4
to the input part.
[0123] To be more specific, by obtaining a difference
between distances from the stereo camera 4 to an input
part continuously detected previously and subsequently,

the CPU 11 determines whether this input part is ap-
proaching the stereo camera 4 or departing therefrom.
Also, the CPU 11 determines whether the input part is
located at the left side or the right side of the stereo cam-
era 4.
[0124] Then, if the input part is found approaching the
stereo camera 4, the CPU 11 sets the third threshold
value L3 and the fourth threshold value L4 for changing
scroll speeds to "150" and "220" for example that belong
to pattern 3 as shown in FIG. 10A.
[0125] Next, if the input part is found not exceeding
"150" that is the third threshold value L3, the CPU 11
sets the scroll speed to low speed. Then, the CPU 11
executes scroll display of the image P shown on the dis-
play screen G1, G2, or G3 (refer to FIG. 4) at low speed
in the right direction or the left direction depending on the
direction in which the input part is located.
[0126] Further, if the input part is found approaching
the stereo camera 4 beyond "150" that is the third thresh-
old value L3, the CPU 11 sets the scroll speed to medium
speed. Then, the CPU 11 executes scroll display of the
image P shown on the display screen G1, G2, or G3
(refer to FIG. 4) at medium speed in the right direction or
the left direction depending on the direction in which the
input part is located.
[0127] Still further, if the input part is found approaching
the stereo camera 4 beyond "220" that is the fourth
threshold value L4, the CPU 11 sets the scroll speed to
high speed. Then, the CPU 11 executes scroll display of
the image P shown on the display screen G1, G2, or G3
(refer to FIG. 4) at high speed in the right direction or the
left direction depending on the direction in which the input
part is located.
[0128] On the other hand, if the input part is found de-
parting from the stereo camera 4, the CPU 11 sets the
third threshold value L3 and the fourth threshold value
L4 for changing scroll speeds to "80" and "170" for ex-
ample, respectively that are pattern 4 as shown in FIG.
10B.
[0129] Then, if the input part is found departing from
the stereo camera 4 beyond "170" that is the fourth
threshold value L4, the CPU 11 sets the scroll speed to
medium speed, and executes the scroll displays of image
P shown on the display screen G1, G2, or G3 at medium
speed in accordance with the direction in which the input
part is located.
[0130] Further, if the input part is found departing from
the stereo camera 4 beyond "80" that is the third threshold
value L3, the CPU 11 sets the scroll speed to low speed,
and executes the scroll displays of image P shown on
the display screen G1, G2, or G3 at low speed in accord-
ance with the direction in which the input part is located.
[0131] As described above, the CPU 11 displays image
P while changing the zooming ratios and scroll speeds
in accordance with the shape of user’s hand and the
three-dimensional position of user’s hand.
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[2-3. Procedure of image display processing]

[0132] The following describes in detail the above-
mentioned image display processing with reference to
the flowchart shown in FIG. 11. Actually, the CPU 11
enters the start step of routine RT2 and goes to next step
SP21.
[0133] In step SP21, the CPU 11 sets the display area
HR1 to the list display screen G0 so as to totally display
the image P5 for example, thereby displaying the display
screen G1 (refer to FIG. 4A) corresponding to this display
area HR1 onto the display 2.
[0134] Then, by executing the flesh color extraction
processing on video data taken by the camera 4A of the
stereo camera 4, the CPU 11 determines whether the
user’s hand has been detected on the basis of the exist-
ence of a flesh color part.
[0135] If a result of this determination is negative, it
means that the user has not done a gesture because the
user’s hand has not been detected, upon which the CPU
11 returns to step SP21 to wait until the user’s hand is
detected.
[0136] On the other hand, if a result of the determina-
tion is affirmative in step SP21, it means that the user’s
hand has been detected, upon which the CPU 11 goes
to next step SP22.
[0137] In step SP22, the CPU 11 executes a pattern
matching between an input part obtained by the execu-
tion of the flesh color extraction procession and the indi-
cating shapes stored in the nonvolatile memory 12, there-
by determining whether there is a match between this
input part and any one of the indicating shapes.
[0138] If a result of this determination is affirmative, it
means that the user executes an operation for changing
zooming ratios, upon which the CPU 11 goes to next step
SP23.
[0139] In step SP23, the CPU 11 detects a three-di-
mensional position of the input part on the basis of the
video data taken by the cameras 4A and 4B of the stereo
camera 4, respectively.
[0140] Then, by obtaining a difference between dis-
tances from the stereo camera 4 to the input part contin-
uously detected previously and subsequently, the CPU
11 determines whether the this input part is approaching
the stereo camera 4. If a result of this determination is
affirmative, the CPU 11 goes to next step SP24.
[0141] In step SP24, the CPU 11 sets the first threshold
value L1 and the second threshold value L2 to "150" and
"220," respectively that belong to pattern 1 and deter-
mines whether the input part has approached beyond
the first threshold value L1 or the second threshold value
L2.
[0142] If a result of this determination is negative, it
means that the input part has not moved beyond the first
threshold value L1 and the second threshold value L2,
upon which the CPU 11 goes to step SP29.
[0143] On the other hand, if a result of the determina-
tion is affirmative, it means that the input part has ap-

proached beyond the first threshold value L1 or the sec-
ond threshold value L2, upon which the CPU 11 goes to
next step SP25.
[0144] In step SP25, if the CPU 11 recognizes that the
input part has exceeded the first threshold value L1, the
CPU 11 executes zoom-out display for switching the dis-
play screen G1 to the display screen G2. Further, the
CPU 11 recognizes that the second threshold value L2
has been exceeded, the CPU 11 executes zoom-out dis-
play for changing the display screen G2 to the display
screen G3. Then, the CPU 11 returns to step SP21.
[0145] On the other hand, if a result of the determina-
tion is negative in step SP23, it means that the input part
is departing from the stereo camera 4, upon which the
CPU 11 goes to step SP26.
[0146] In step S26, the CPU 11 sets the first threshold
value L1 and the second threshold value L2 to "80" and
"170," respectively that belong to pattern 2 and deter-
mines whether the input part has departed beyond the
first threshold value L1 or the second threshold value L2.
[0147] If a result of this determination is negative, it
means that the input part has not moved beyond the first
threshold value L1 and the second threshold value L2,
upon which the CPU 11 goes to step SP29.
[0148] On the other hand, if a result of the determina-
tion is affirmative, it means that the input part has depart-
ed beyond the first threshold value L1 or the second
threshold value L2, upon which the CPU 11 goes to next
step SP27.
[0149] In step SP27, if the CPU 11 recognizes that the
input part has exceeded the first threshold value L1, the
CPU 11 executes zoom-in display for switching the dis-
play screen G2 to the display screen G1. If the CPU 11
recognizes that the input part has exceeded the second
threshold value L2, then the CPU 11 executes zoom-in
display for switching the display screen G3 to the display
screen G2. Then, the CPU 11 returns to step SP21.
[0150] On the other hand, if a result of the determina-
tion is negative in step SP22, the CPU 11 goes to step
SP28. In step SP28, the CPU 11 executes a pattern
matching between an input part obtained by the execu-
tion of the flesh color extraction processing and the open
shapes stored in the nonvolatile memory 12, thereby de-
termining whether there is a match between this input
part and any one of the open shapes.
[0151] If a result of this determination is negative, it
means that there is no match between the input part ob-
tained by the execution of the flesh color extraction
processing and indicating shape and any one of the open
shapes, upon which the CPU 11 goes to step SP29.
[0152] In step SP29, the CPU 11 continues displaying
without switching between the display screen G1, G2, or
G3 shown on the display 2.
[0153] On the other hand, if a result of the determina-
tion is affirmative in step SP28, it means that the user is
doing an operation for scrolling the image P, upon which
the CPU 11 goes to next step SP30.
[0154] In step SP30, the CPU 11 detects a three-di-
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mensional position of the input part on the basis of the
video data taken by the cameras 4A and 4B of the stereo
camera 4, respectively.
[0155] Then, by obtaining a difference between the dis-
tances from the stereo camera 4 to an input part contin-
uously detected previously and subsequently, the CPU
11 determines whether this input part is approaching the
stereo camera 4. If a result of this determination is af-
firmative, the CPU 11 goes to next step SP31.
[0156] In step SP31, the CPU 11 sets the third thresh-
old value L3 and the fourth threshold value L4 to "150"
and "220," respectively that belong to pattern 3 and de-
termines whether the input part has approached beyond
the third threshold value L3 or the fourth threshold value
L4.
[0157] If a result of this determination is affirmative, it
means that the input part has approached beyond the
third threshold value L3 or the fourth threshold value L4,
upon which the CPU 11 goes to step SP33. On the other
hand, if a result of the determination is negative, it means
that the input part has not moved beyond the third thresh-
old value L3 and the fourth threshold value L4, upon
which the CPU 11 goes to step SP34.
[0158] On the other hand, if a result of the determina-
tion is negative in step SP30, it means that the input part
is departing from the stereo camera 4, upon which the
CPU 11 goes to step SP32.
[0159] In step SP32, the CPU 11 sets the third thresh-
old value L3 and the fourth threshold value L4 to "80"
and "170," respectively that belong to pattern 4 and de-
termines whether the input part has approached beyond
the third threshold value L3 or the fourth threshold value
L4.
[0160] If a result of this determination is affirmative, it
means that the input part has departed from the stereo
camera 4 beyond the third threshold value L3 or the fourth
threshold value L4, upon which the CPU 11 goes to step
SP33. On the other hand, if a result of the determination
is negative, it means that the input part has not moved
beyond the third threshold value L3 and the fourth thresh-
old value L4, upon which the CPU 11 goes to step SP34.
[0161] In step SP33, the CPU 11 changes a scroll
speed corresponding to the case where the third thresh-
old value L3 or the fourth threshold value L4 has been
exceeded and goes to next step SP35. On the other hand,
in step SP34, the CPU 11 maintains the scroll speed and
goes to next step S35.
[0162] In step SP35, the CPU 11 executes the scroll
display of the image P shown on the display screen G1,
G2, or G3 in the right direction or the left direction de-
pending on the position of the input part at the scroll speed
set in step SP34 or SP35 and then goes to step SP21.

[2-4. Operations and effects]

[0163] In the configuration described above, the tele-
vision receiver 1 detects, as an input part, the user’s hand
from the video data taken by the stereo camera 4 and

then detects the shape and three-dimensional position
of the detected input part.
[0164] In addition, if the shape of the input part is an
indicating shape for example and if this input part is ap-
proaching the stereo camera 4, the television receiver 1
sets the first threshold value L1 and the second threshold
value L2 to pattern 1.
[0165] Then, if the input part has approached beyond
the first threshold value L1 or the second threshold value
L2, the television receiver 1 executes zoom-out display
for switching the display screen G1 to the display screen
G2 or the display screen G2 to the display screen G3.
[0166] If the input part has an indicating shape for ex-
ample and the input part is departing from the stereo
camera 4, then the television receiver 1 sets the first
threshold value L1 and the second threshold value L2 to
pattern 2 set farther from the stereo camera 4 than pattern
1.
[0167] Then, if the input part has departed from the
stereo camera 4 beyond the first threshold value L1 or
the second threshold value L2, the television receiver 1
executes zoom-in display for switching the display screen
G2 to the display screen G1 or the display screen G3 to
the display screen G2.
[0168] Therefore, if the input part has approached be-
yond the first threshold value L1 or the second threshold
value L2, the television receiver 1 sets the first threshold
value L1 or the second threshold value L2 farther from
the stereo camera 4. This configuration allows, once an
input part has exceeded the first threshold value L1 or
the second threshold value L2, the television receiver 1
to make it difficult for this input part to return beyond the
first threshold value L1 or the second threshold value L2.
[0169] In addition, if the shape of an input part is found
to be the open shape and this input part is found ap-
proaching the stereo camera 4, the television receiver 1
sets the third threshold value L3 and the fourth threshold
value L4 to pattern 3.
[0170] Next, if an input part has approached to the ster-
eo camera 4 beyond the third threshold value L3 or the
fourth threshold value L4, the television receiver 1 exe-
cutes scroll display of the image P shown on the display
screen G1, G2, or G3 in the right direction or the left
direction depending on the position of this input part by
changing scroll speeds to a higher level.
[0171] Further, if an input part has the open shape and
is departing from the stereo camera 4, then the television
receiver 1 sets the third threshold value L3 and the fourth
threshold value L4 to pattern 4 set farther from the stereo
camera 4 than pattern 3.
[0172] Then, if an input part has departed from the ster-
eo camera 4 beyond the third threshold value L3 or the
fourth threshold value L4, the television receiver 1 exe-
cutes scroll display of the image P shown on the display
screen G1, G2, or G3 in the right direction or the left
direction depending on the position of this input part by
changing scroll speeds to a lower level.
[0173] Therefore, if an input part has approached the
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stereo camera 4 beyond the third threshold value L3 or
the fourth threshold value L4, the television receiver 1
sets the third threshold value L3 or the fourth threshold
value L4 farther from the stereo camera 4. This configu-
ration allows, once an input part has exceeded the third
threshold value L3 or the fourth threshold value L4, the
television receiver 1 to make it difficult for this input part
to return beyond the third threshold value L3 or the fourth
threshold value L4.
[0174] Consequently, the television receiver 1 is able
to make it easy for a display form to continue that is dis-
played when an input part has exceeded the first thresh-
old value L1, the second threshold value L2, the third
threshold value L3, or the fourth threshold value L4.
[0175] In addition, the television receiver 1 switches
between the first threshold value L1 and the second
threshold value L2 and between the third threshold value
L3 and the fourth threshold value L4 depending on the
shape of each input part. This configuration allows the
setting of a threshold value at distances different between
zoom display and scroll display, for example.
[0176] According to the configuration described above,
the television receiver 1 detects the shape and three-
dimensional position of each input part corresponding to
the user’s hand from video data taken by the stereo cam-
era 4. Next, if an input part has approached the stereo
camera 4 beyond a threshold value set to pattern 1 or
pattern 3 in accordance with the shape of this input part,
the television receiver 1 sets a threshold value to pattern
2 or pattern 4 set farther than pattern 1 or pattern 3.
[0177] Consequently, the television receiver 1 is able
to prevent the easy changing of display forms shown
when an input part has exceeded a threshold value,
thereby enhancing the ease of use.

<3. Other embodiments>

[3-1. Other embodiment 1]

[0178] It should be noted that, in the first and second
embodiments of the present invention described above,
a three-dimensional position of the user’s hand is detect-
ed from video data taken by the stereo camera 4.
[0179] However, the embodiments of the present in-
vention are not limited to the above-mentioned configu-
ration. For example, a three-dimensional position of the
user’s hand may be detected by use of proximity sensors
of inductive type, electrostatic capacitance type, ultra-
sonic type, electromagnetic wave type, infrared ray type,
and so on.

[3-2. Other embodiment 2]

[0180] Further, in the first and second embodiments of
the present invention described above, a three-dimen-
sional position of the user’s hand is detected. However,
the embodiments of the present invention are not limited
to this configuration. For example, a three-dimensional

position of a remote controller for example may be de-
tected.

[3-3. Other embodiment 3]

[0181] Still further, in the first and second embodiments
of the present invention described above, if the first
threshold value L1 or the second threshold values L2 has
been exceeded, image P is displayed in a zoom-in man-
ner or a zoom-out manner. However, the embodiments
of the present invention are not limited to this configura-
tion. For example, if the first threshold value L1 or second
threshold value L2 has been exceeded, any processing
may be applied in the case where the settings for prede-
termined processing, such as changing the volume and
switching channels, for example, are changed.
[0182] Likewise, in the first and second embodiments
of the present invention described above, when the right
side or the left side of the display 2 is pointed or the shape
of an input part is an open shape, the image P shown on
the display 2 is horizontally scroll-displayed. However,
the embodiments of the present invention are not limited
to this configuration. For example, any processing may
be applied in the case where the settings for predeter-
mined processing are changed.

[3-4. Other embodiment 4]

[0183] Yet further, in the second embodiment of the
present invention, if the shape of an input part is an in-
dicating shape, the first threshold value L1 and the sec-
ond threshold value L2 are used; if the shape of an input
part is an open shape, the third threshold value L3 and
the fourth threshold value L4 are used.
[0184] However, the embodiments of the present in-
vention are not limited to this configuration. For example,
in the case where the shape of an input part is an indi-
cating shape and the shape of an input part is an open
shape, the first threshold value L1 and the second thresh-
old value L2, for example that are the same threshold
value may be used.

[3-5. Other embodiment 5]

[0185] Besides, in the first and second embodiments
of the present invention described above, the first thresh-
old value L1 and the second threshold value L2 are pro-
vided such that zooming ratios are changed in three steps
for example.
[0186] However, the embodiments of the present in-
vention are not limited to this configuration. For example,
zooming ratios may be changed in five steps or four
threshold values set to different values may be provided
regardless of the number of threshold values.

[3-6. Other embodiment 6]

[0187] In addition, in the first and second embodiments
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of the present invention described above, if the user’s
hand approaches the stereo camera 4 beyond the sec-
ond threshold value L2, the display screen G3 is shown
on the display 2.
[0188] However, the embodiments of the present in-
vention are not limited to this configuration. For example,
if the user’s hand has approached beyond the second
threshold value L2, an image G4 may be shown on the
display 2 as shown in FIG. 12A.
[0189] This image G4 is displayed upper and lower of
the images P3 through P7 on the display screen G2; to
be more specific, for example, images near in taking date
to these images P3 through P7 or images taken in a same
area are displayed with the transparency of these images
increased in the up down directions.

[3-7. Other embodiment 7]

[0190] Further, in the first and second embodiments of
the present invention described above, if an input point
or an input part has approached the stereo camera 4
beyond the second threshold value L2, the display screen
G3 is shown on the display 2.
[0191] However, the embodiments of the present in-
vention are not limited to this configuration. For example,
if an input point or an input part has approached the stereo
camera 4 beyond the second threshold value L2, an im-
age G5 or an image G6 may be shown on the display 2
as shown in FIGS. 12B and 12C.
[0192] This image G5 displays more images P than
that on the display screen G3. The image G5 is displayed
upper and lower of the images P displayed on the image
G4; to be more specific, for example, images near in tak-
ing date to these images P or images taken in a same
area are displayed with the transparency of these images
increased in the up and down direction. The image G6
is displayed lower of the images P displayed on the image
G5; to be more specific, for example, images near in tak-
ing date to these images P or images taken in a same
area are displayed with the transparency of these images
increased in the down direction.
[0193] Also, the images G4, G5, and G6 are displayed
in a zoom-out manner further than the image G3, so that
the year in which image P was taken is displayed on the
margins for example of these images G4, G5, and G6.

[3-8. Other embodiment 8]

[0194] Further, in the first and second embodiments of
the present invention described above, if an input point
or an input part has approached the stereo camera 4
beyond the first threshold value L1 for example and then
depart from the stereo camera 4, the first threshold value
L1 is set from pattern 1 to pattern 2.
[0195] However, the embodiments of the present in-
vention are not limited to this configuration. For example,
if an input point or an input part has approached the stereo
camera 4 beyond the first threshold value L1, this first

threshold value L1 may be set from pattern 1 to pattern
2 as soon as the first threshold value L1 has been ex-
ceeded.

[3-9. Other embodiment 9]

[0196] In addition, in the first and second embodiments
of the present invention descried above, "150" is set in
pattern 1 and "70" is set in pattern 2, for example.
[0197] However, the embodiments of the present in-
vention are not limited to this configuration. For example,
if an input point or an input part departs from the stereo
camera 4, as compared with approaching, the first
threshold value L1 may be set at a position farther from
at least a position at which the user retracts his hand by
being perplexed by the switching between the display
screens G1, G2, and G3. This holds true with the second
threshold value L2, third threshold value L3, and the
fourth threshold value L4.

[3-10. Other embodiment 10]

[0198] Still further, in the first and second embodiments
of the present invention described above, the CPU 11
executes the image display processing described above
by following the image display processing program
stored in the nonvolatile memory 12. However, the em-
bodiments of the present invention are not limited to this
configuration. For example, the above-described image
display processing may be executed by an image display
processing program installed from a storage media into
the nonvolatile memory 12 or loaded from the Internet
into the nonvolatile memory 12. The image display
processing described above may also be executed as
instructed by an image display processing program in-
stalled through various routes in addition to those men-
tioned above.

[3-11. Other embodiment 11]

[0199] Yet further, in the first and second embodiments
of the present invention described above, the stereo cam-
era 4 is arranged as the control detection block. However,
in the embodiments of the present invention, a control
detection block based on any of various other configura-
tions may be arranged.
[0200] Moreover, in the first and second embodiments
of the present invention described above, the CPU 11 is
arranged as the position detection block. However, in the
embodiments of the present invention, a position detec-
tion block based on any of various other configurations
may be arranged.
[0201] In addition, in the first and second embodiments
of the present invention, the CPU 11 is arranged as the
threshold value setting block. However, in the embodi-
ments of the present invention, a threshold value setting
block based on any of various other configurations may
be arranged.
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[0202] Besides, in the first and second embodiments
of the present invention, the CPU 11 is arranged as the
setting change block. However, in the embodiments of
the present invention, a setting change block based on
any of various other configurations may be arranged.
[0203] Further, in the first and second embodiments of
the present invention, the CPU 11 is arranged as the
processing execution block. However, in the embodi-
ments of the present invention, a processing execution
block based on any of various other configurations may
be arranged.
[0204] Embodiments of the present invention are ap-
plicable to any of information processing apparatuses,
such as mobile phones, in addition to television receivers.
[0205] In so far as the embodiments of the invention
described above are implemented, at least in part, using
software-controlled data processing apparatus, it will be
appreciated that a computer program providing such soft-
ware control and a transmission, storage or other medi-
um by which such a computer program is provided are
envisaged as aspects of the present invention.
[0206] It should be understood by those skilled in the
art that various modifications, combinations, subcombi-
nations and alterations may occur depending on design
requirements and other factors insofar as they are within
the scope of the appended claims.

Claims

1. A display device comprising:

a control detection block comprising a stereo
camera, the control detection block being con-
figured to detect an input point in a predeter-
mined detection space with the stereo camera;
a position detection block configured to detect
a three-dimensional position of the input point
detected by the control detection block by de-
tecting the position of the input point on a plane
parallel to a display of the display device and
the distance from the stereo camera;
a setting change block configured, if the input
point has approached the stereo camera be-
yond a threshold value set to a predetermined
distance from the stereo camera on the basis of
a three-dimensional position detected by the po-
sition detection block, to change a zoom ratio
for a zoom operation;
a threshold value setting block configured, if the
input point has approached the stereo camera
be yond the threshold value and then departs
from the stereo camera, to set the threshold val-
ue farther
from the stereo camera than the predetermined
distance; and a processing execution block con-
figured to execute the zoom operation by use of
the zoom ratio set by the setting change block.

2. The display device according to claim 1, wherein
the execution processing block executes, from
among a plurality of processing operations, an op-
eration in accordance with the diree-dimensional po-
sition of the input point detected by the position de-
tection block, and
the threshold value setting block sets the threshold
value for each processing to be executed by the
processing execution block.

3. The display device according to claim 2, further com-
prising
a shape detection block configured to detect a shape
of the input point detected by the control detection
block, wherein
the processing execution block executes an opera-
tion in accordance with the shape of the input point
detected by the shape detection block.

4. An information processing method for a display de-
vice comprising the steps of:

detecting an input point in a predetermined de-
tection space with a stereo camera;
detecting a three-dimensional position of the in-
put point detected by the control detection step
by detecting the position of the input point on a
plane parallel to a display of the display device
and the distance from the stereo camera;
changing, if the input point has approached the
stereo camera beyond a threshold value set to
a predetermined distance from the stereo cam-
era on the basis of the three-dimensional posi-
tion detected by the position detection step, a
zoom ratio for a zoom operation;
setting, if the input point has approached the
stereo camera beyond the threshold value and
then de-parts from the stereo camera, the
threshold value farther from the stereo camera
than the predetermined distance; and
executing the zoom operation by use of the
zoom ratio set by the change step.

5. An information processing program for a display de-
vice configured to make a computer execute the
steps of:

detecting an input point in a predetermined de-
tection space with a stereo camera;
detecting a three-dimensional position of the in-
put point detected by the control detection step,
the detecting a three-dimensional position com-
prising detecting the position of the input point
on a plane parallel to a display of the display
device and the distance from the stereo camera;
changing, if the input point has approached the
stereo camera beyond a threshold value set to
a pre-determined distance from the stereo cam-
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era on the basis of a three-dimensional position
detected by the position detection step, a zoom
ratio for a zoom operation;
setting, if the input point has approached the
stereo camera beyond the threshold value and
then departs from the stereo camera, the thresh-
old value farther from the stereo camera than
the predetermined distance; and
executing the operation by use of the zoom ratio
set by the change step.

Patentansprüche

1. Anzeigevorrichtung, aufweisend:

einen Steuererkennungsblock, der eine Stere-
okamera aufweist, wobei der Steuererken-
nungsblock zum Erkennen eines Eingangs-
punkts in einem vorbestimmten Erkennungs-
raum mit der Stereokamera konfiguriert ist;
einen Positionserkennungsblock, der zum Er-
kennen einer dreidimensionalen Position des
Eingangspunkts, der durch den Steuererken-
nungsblock erkannt ist, durch Erkennen der Po-
sition des Eingangspunkts auf einer Ebene pa-
rallel zu einer Anzeige der Anzeigevorrichtung
und dem Abstand zur Stereokamera konfiguriert
ist;
einen Einstellungsänderungsblock, der, wenn
sich der Eingangspunkt der Stereokamera über
einen Schwellenwert hinaus genähert hat, wel-
cher auf einen vorbestimmten Abstand zur Ste-
reokamera auf der Grundlage einer dreidimen-
sionalen Position, die durch den Positionserken-
nungsblock erkannt ist, eingestellt ist, zum Än-
dern eines Zoomverhältnisses für einen Zoom-
betrieb konfiguriert ist;
einen Schwellenwerteinstellungsblock, der,
wenn sich der Eingangspunkt der Stereokamera
über den Schwellenwert hinaus genähert hat
und sich dann von der Stereokamera entfernt,
zum Einstellen des Schwellenwerts weiter weg
von der Stereokamera als den vorbestimmten
Abstand konfiguriert ist; und
einen Verarbeitungsausführungsblock, der zum
Ausführen des Zoombetriebs durch Verwenden
des Zoomverhältnisses, das durch den Einstel-
lungsänderungsblock eingestellt ist, konfiguriert
ist.

2. Anzeigevorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei
der Verarbeitungsausführungsblock einen Betrieb
unter mehreren Verarbeitungsbetrieben gemäß der
dreidimensionalen Position des Eingangspunkts,
der durch den Positionserkennungsblock erkannt ist,
ausführt, und
der Schwellenwerteinstellungsblock den Schwellen-

wert für jede Verarbeitung einstellt, die durch den
Verarbeitungsausführungsblock ausgeführt werden
soll.

3. Anzeigevorrichtung nach Anspruch 2, ferner aufwei-
send:

einen Formerkennungsblock, der zum Erken-
nen einer Form des Eingangspunkts, welcher
durch den Steuererkennungsblock erkannt ist,
konfiguriert ist, wobei
der Verarbeitungsausführungsblock einen Be-
trieb gemäß der Form des Eingangspunkts, die
durch den Formerkennungsblock erkannt ist,
ausführt.

4. Informationsverarbeitungsverfahren für eine Anzei-
gevorrichtung, folgende Schritte aufweisend:

Erkennen eines Eingangspunkts in einem vor-
bestimmten Erkennungsraum mit einer Stereo-
kamera;
Erkennen einer dreidimensionalen Position des
Eingangspunkts, der durch den Steuererken-
nungsschritt erkannt wurde, durch Erkennen der
Position des Eingangspunkts auf einer Ebene
parallel zu einer Anzeige der Anzeigevorrich-
tung und dem Abstand zur Stereokamera;
Ändern, wenn sich der Eingangspunkt der Ste-
reokamera über einen Schwellenwert hinaus
genähert hat, welcher auf einen vorbestimmten
Abstand zur Stereokamera auf der Grundlage
der dreidimensionalen Position, die durch den
Positionserkennungsschritt erkannt wurde, ein-
gestellt ist, eines Zoomverhältnisses für einen
Zoombetrieb;
Einstellen, wenn sich der Eingangspunkt der
Stereokamera über den Schwellenwert hinaus
genähert hat und sich dann von der Stereoka-
mera entfernt, des Schwellenwerts weiter weg
von der Stereokamera als den vorbestimmten
Abstand; und
Ausführen des Zoombetriebs durch Verwenden
des Zoomverhältnisses, das durch den Ände-
rungsschritt eingestellt wurde.

5. Informationsverarbeitungsprogramm für eine Anzei-
gevorrichtung, das zum Veranlassen konfiguriert ist,
dass ein Rechner die folgenden Schritte ausführt:

Erkennen eines Eingangspunkts in einem vor-
bestimmten Erkennungsraum mit einer Stereo-
kamera;
Erkennen einer dreidimensionalen Position des
Eingangspunkts, der durch den Steuererken-
nungsschritt erkannt wurde, wobei das Erken-
nen einer dreidimensionalen Position das Er-
kennen der Position des Eingangspunkts auf ei-
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ner Ebene parallel zu einer Anzeige der Anzei-
gevorrichtung und dem Abstand zur Stereoka-
mera umfasst;
Ändern, wenn sich der Eingangspunkt der Ste-
reokamera über einen Schwellenwert hinaus
genähert hat, welcher auf einen vorbestimmten
Abstand zur Stereokamera auf der Grundlage
einer dreidimensionalen Position, die durch den
Positionserkennungsschritt erkannt wurde, ein-
gestellt ist, eines Zoomverhältnisses für einen
Zoombetrieb;
Einstellen, wenn sich der Eingangspunkt der
Stereokamera über den Schwellenwert hinaus
genähert hat und sich dann von der Stereoka-
mera entfernt, des Schwellenwerts weiter weg
von der Stereokamera als den vorbestimmten
Abstand; und
Ausführen des Betriebs durch Verwenden des
Zoomverhältnisses, das durch den Änderungs-
schritt eingestellt wurde.

Revendications

1. Dispositif d’affichage, comprenant :

un bloc de détection de commande, comprenant
une caméra stéréo, le bloc de détection de com-
mande étant conçu pour détecter un point d’en-
trée dans un espace de détection prédéterminé
au moyen de la caméra stéréo ;
un bloc de détection de position conçu pour dé-
tecter une position tridimensionnelle du point
d’entrée détecté par le bloc de détection de com-
mande en détectant la position du point d’entrée
sur un plan parallèle à un écran du dispositif
d’affichage et la distance par rapport à la caméra
stéréo ;
un bloc de changement de réglage conçu, si le
point d’entrée s’est approché de la caméra sté-
réo au-delà d’une valeur de seuil réglée sur une
distance prédéterminée par rapport à la caméra
stéréo sur la base d’une position tridimension-
nelle détectée par le bloc de détection de posi-
tion, pour changer un rapport de grossissement
pour une opération de grossissement ;
un bloc de réglage de valeur de seuil conçu, si
le point d’entrée s’est approché de la caméra
stéréo au-delà de la valeur de seuil puis s’éloi-
gne de la caméra stéréo, pour régler la valeur
de seuil plus loin de la caméra stéréo que la
distance prédéterminée ; et
un bloc d’exécution de traitement conçu pour
exécuter l’opération de grossissement en utili-
sant le rapport de grossissement réglé par le
bloc de changement de réglage.

2. Dispositif d’affichage selon la revendication 1, dans

lequel :

le bloc de traitement d’exécution exécute, parmi
une pluralité d’opérations de traitement, une
opération conforme à la position tridimension-
nelle du point d’entrée détecté par le bloc de
détection de position ; et
le bloc de réglage de valeur de seuil règle la
valeur de seuil pour chaque traitement devant
être exécuté par le bloc d’exécution de traite-
ment.

3. Dispositif d’affichage selon la revendication 2, com-
prenant en outre :

un bloc de détection de forme conçu pour dé-
tecter une forme du point d’entrée détecté par
le bloc de détection de commande,
le bloc d’exécution de traitement exécutant une
opération conformément à la forme du point
d’entrée détecté par le bloc de détection de for-
me.

4. Procédé de traitement d’information pour dispositif
d’affichage, le procédé comprenant les étapes con-
sistant à :

détecter un point d’entrée dans un espace de
détection prédéterminé au moyen d’une caméra
stéréo ;
détecter une position tridimensionnelle du point
d’entrée détecté par l’étape de détection de
commande en détectant la position du point
d’entrée sur un plan parallèle à un écran du dis-
positif d’affichage et la distance par rapport à la
caméra stéréo ;
changer, si le point d’entrée s’est approché de
la caméra stéréo au-delà d’une valeur de seuil
réglée sur une distance prédéterminée par rap-
port à la caméra stéréo sur la base de la position
tridimensionnelle détectée par l’étape de détec-
tion de position, un rapport de grossissement
pour une opération de grossissement ;
régler, si le point d’entrée s’est approché de la
caméra stéréo au-delà de la valeur de seuil puis
s’éloigne de la caméra stéréo, la valeur de seuil
plus loin de la caméra stéréo que la distance
prédéterminée ; et
exécuter l’opération de grossissement en utili-
sant le rapport de grossissement réglé par l’éta-
pe de changement.

5. Programme de traitement d’information pour dispo-
sitif d’affichage, conçu pour amener un ordinateur à
exécuter les étapes consistant à :

détecter un point d’entrée dans un espace de
détection prédéterminé au moyen d’une caméra
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stéréo ;
détecter une position tridimensionnelle du point
d’entrée détecté par l’étape de détection de
commande, la détection d’une position tridimen-
sionnelle consistant à détecter la position du
point d’entrée sur un plan parallèle à un écran
du dispositif d’affichage et la distance par rap-
port à la caméra stéréo ;
changer, si le point d’entrée s’est approché de
la caméra stéréo au-delà d’une valeur de seuil
réglée sur une distance prédéterminée par rap-
port à la caméra stéréo sur la base d’une position
tridimensionnelle détectée par l’étape de détec-
tion de position, un rapport de grossissement
pour une opération de grossissement ;
régler, si le point d’entrée s’est approché de la
caméra stéréo au-delà de la valeur de seuil puis
s’éloigne de la caméra stéréo, la valeur de seuil
plus loin de la caméra stéréo que la distance
prédéterminée ; et
exécuter l’opération en utilisant le rapport de
grossissement réglé par l’étape de changement.
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